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a b s t r a c t 

The food industry is confronted with a pressure to reduce waste and to make agreements on donating 

surplus food to charitable organizations. Charitable organizations such as food banks and soup kitchens 

can use these donations in preparing food parcels or meals for their clients. For soup kitchens, donation 

management is strongly influencing menu planning, and conversely, menu planning considerations have 

a strong impact on donation management decisions. To make the best use of (mostly highly perishable) 

food donations, we develop an MILP model for integrated donation management and menu planning that 

proposes a menu plan and suggests which (part of the) donations to accept. The combination of menu 

planning and donation management is essential for soup kitchens, but has not been studied before. 

The model is used to assess the impact of contracts on a strategic or tactical level, and captures opera- 

tional decision making due to the integration of donation management and menu planning. To deal with 

meal variety considerations and to resemble planning practices, the developed model is solved in a rolling 

horizon. The results show that (i) the use of donations reduces overall costs for the soup kitchen; (ii) de- 

spite the short shelf life of donations, most donations can be used efficiently; and (iii) meal variety can be 

easily ensured and food donations increase this variety. In addition to the benefits for soup kitchens, the 

approach has implications for waste reduction in food supply chains, by structural/contractual donations 

of surplus food by retailers. 

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Charitable organizations such as food banks and soup kitchens

re important contributors to food and meal provision to socially

solated and poor people. In such organizations, one of the main

ays to keep costs low is to use surplus food from retailers or

ood companies. For instance, supermarkets can have difficulties in

ligning supply and demand for perishable products, and often or-

er many products to prevent out-of-stock situations, potentially

esulting in surplus food and large waste streams ( Monier et al.,

010 ). 

Companies find different solutions to cope with this surplus

ood, such as donating to soup kitchens or food banks, or conver-

ion to bio gas ( Lee & Tongarlak, 2017 ). Minimizing food waste has

ecently also been put on the political agenda, for instance demon-

trated in the French Government’s introduction of a law that for-

ids supermarkets to waste food, and obliges them to sign con-
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racts with charitable organizations for food donations ( Chrisafis,

016 ). Another example is a Californian law that limits the amount

f organic waste companies can produce yearly ( CalRecycle, 2017 ,

Accessed at 20 March, 2018)). 

This paper deals with donation management and menu plan-

ing at soup kitchens, which are institutions that mostly rely on

onations and provide complete meals for people that require as-

istance, such as homeless people. One of the best-known chari-

able organizations providing these services is the Salvation Army.

ue to the characteristics of food donations, i.e. varying products

ith a generally short shelf life, menu planning at soup kitchens is

hallenging. Products must be used shortly after they are donated,

nd be integrated in menu plans that aim at a varied diet. For

oup kitchens, this implies fast decision making on whether they

ant to accept a food donation or not, depending on the amount

f product, its shelf life, as well as its usefulness in menu plan-

ing. The soup kitchen wants to avoid accepting donations it is

ot able to use, to prevent wasting the donated product, as well

s potential costs related to the collection of the donation. From

 supply chain perspective, accepting a donation that will even-

ually still be wasted would just shift the food waste to another

arty in the food supply chain. Furthermore, it prevents other par-
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ties from using this donation. Whether products are useful mainly

depends on the meal variety a soup kitchen wants to offer. Soup

kitchen clients are often highly dependent on the provided meals

( Wicks, Trevena, & Quine, 2006 ) and offering varied meals is a way

to improve the nutritional intake of the clients ( Wilson, Alexander,

& Lumbers, 2004 ). Furthermore, it is also much more attractive to

eat varied meals. 

Donations to charitable organizations are usually made on a

voluntarily basis. These organizations often do not know when and

how much food they will receive. Using contracts between the

charitable organization and the donating party, such as recently

enforced by a French law, could improve the handling of surplus

food. When donations are regulated via contracts, soup kitchens

are more aware of the food that will come in, possibly making it

easier to use donations efficiently. Furthermore, it helps the donat-

ing party (e.g. a retailer) to better make use of the surplus food.

Besides, contracts give the opportunity to regulate other factors

such as transport, quantities, and shelf life. 

Assessing available research on donation management for soup

kitchens or food banks shows that the above-mentioned issues

have not been addressed in the literature. Most available studies

either address the characteristics of the client base relying on char-

itable organizations for food, or they address the nutritional as-

pects of the provided meals ( Eppich & Fernandez, 2004; Sprake,

Russell, & Barker, 2014; Wicks et al., 2006 ). Research focussing on

donation management and menu planning for food banks or soup

kitchens is not available. 

In this paper, we aim to evaluate the donation management

at a soup kitchen on a tactical level. In order to evaluate tactical

decisions effectively, an integration of operational decisions is re-

quired. Therefore we develop a decision support approach integrat-

ing menu planning in decision-making for donation management,

to be able to make the best use of food donations in soup kitchens

while assuring meal variety for the clients. Applying a rolling hori-

zon approach, we study the impact of contractual and managerial

issues and characteristics of fresh food donations on the perfor-

mance of a soup kitchen in terms of costs, product waste, meal

variety, and the donation acceptance rate. The problem and results

give rise to some decision rules that are tested. As input to a man-

agerial discussion the effect of different types of contracts, dona-

tion characteristics (e.g. shelf life), the preferred meal variety, and

several cost parameters are studied. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 discusses related literature on donation management

and menu planning. Section 3 then provides our mathematical

modeling approach. The experimental design is subsequently

stated in Section 4 and our results are discussed in Section 5 . In

Section 6 the MILP results are compared with some decision rules

for ad hoc donations. Finally, the paper discusses conclusions and

managerial insights in Section 7 . 

2. Related literature 

In this section, we give an overview of related literature. In gen-

eral, two streams of literature are related to our research: menu

planning and donation management. 

2.1. Menu planning 

Studies related to menu planning are widely available. The

first study providing decision support in this area is the seminal

work by Stigler (1945) . When computers came into use, Balintfy

(1964) was one of the first who solved menu planning by com-

puter. He developed an integer programming model to determine

the optimal menu planning by minimizing costs while considering
Please cite this article as: M.E. Buisman et al., Donation management 
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ietary constraints. Over time, these type of menu planning mod-

ls have become more advanced, e.g. by including meal production

cheduling decisions ( Guley & Stinson, 1984 ). An extended review

f menu planning can be found in the research of Lancaster (1992) ;

ere, we limit ourselves to briefly outlining some recent develop-

ents. 

In general, there are three generations of menu planning mod-

ls ( Lancaster, 1992 ). The first generation of menu planning mod-

ls focuses on cost minimization, the second generation on con-

umer preferences, and the third generation on individual con-

umers. In recent years, the focus of dietary problems is mainly

n nutritional recommendations, either for humans or animals. For

nstance, Oishi, Kumagai, and Hirooka (2011) developed a linear

rogramming model to optimize feed systems for cattle based on

inimizing costs, as well as nitrogen and phosphorus intake. Also,

adenas, Pelta, Pelta, and Verdegay (2004) implemented a model-

ng approach to solve a diet problem at Argentinian farms to min-

mize costs, while considering the nutritional recommendations.

owever, models for animal feed do not include palatability or

eal variety constraints as is often the case in menu planning for

umans. For instance, Leung, Wanitprapha, and Quinn (1995) de-

eloped a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model to op-

imize a diet for one week, fulfilling the nutritional recommenda-

ions and minimizing costs or cooking time. They reduced com-

lexity by using recipes instead of separate food ingredients. Also,

eljak (2009) introduced the diet problem as a multi-criteria knap-

ack problem, which she solved with an evolutionary algorithm.

ore recently, Bas (2014) developed an MILP model to minimize

he glycemic load of the daily optimal serving sizes. She used ro-

ust optimization to deal with the uncertainty in the measured

lycemic index of food items. 

Although menu planning can be applied in different settings

uch as catering services and hospitals, no research dealt with soup

itchens and donation management. Food donations obviously im-

act menu planning decisions, but including donations will result

n a more complex decision problem because of the short shelf life

f donated food products. They need to be used soon after dona-

ion, limiting the options for menu planning. 

.2. Donation management at soup kitchens or food banks 

Previous research on donation management for food banks and

oup kitchens is mostly related to (i) planning and scheduling is-

ues such as vehicle routing and allocation problems and (ii) nu-

ritional aspects of food donations and meals provided at soup

itchens. 

The planning and scheduling issues mostly focus on the de-

ign and operation of efficient transportation networks. Ghoniem,

cherrer, and Solak (2012) solved a vehicle routing problem

here a central depot serves several customers while balanc-

ng transportation distances for the charitable organization and

he travel distances for customers. Davis, Sengul, Ivy, Brock, and

iles (2014) propose a system where all donated products flow

hrough satellite locations (food delivery points), especially dealing

ith perishability and food safety. Balcik, Iravani, and Smilowitz

2014) describe a multi-vehicle sequential allocation problem for

ollecting and delivering food donations. Their research is an ex-

ension of the model developed by Lien, Iravani, and Smilowitz

2014) , which only dealt with single routes, and could be ap-

lied to either food banks or soup kitchens. Solak, Scherrer, and

honiem (2014) studied a location-routing problem with the de-

ermination of delivery sites at which agencies pick up food items.

nalyzing the donation patterns offered to a food bank is done by

rock and Davis (2015) . They used four different forecasting meth-

ds to predict the supply of donation to food banks, concluding

hat the forecasting methods tend to overestimate the future sup-
for menu planning at soup kitchens, European Journal of Opera- 
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ly. Finally, Orgut, Ivy, Uzsoy, and Wilson (2015) developed mathe-

atical models to distribute food from a central location of a food

ank to different satellite locations based on fairness and effective-

ess. 

The literature dealing with the nutritional aspects of food bank

arcels and soup kitchen meals mostly aim to study the suffi-

iency of food provision to people in need. Eppich and Fernan-

ez (2004) compared the nutritional content of meals of a soup

itchen based in North Carolina, USA, with dietary reference in-

akes and daily reference values. They concluded that meals only

all short on some nutrients, even though the soup kitchen was

roviding three meals a day. Sprake et al. (2014) investigated the

ood intake of homeless people visiting a soup kitchen in Sheffield,

K, and concluded that the daily nutrient intake turned out to

e significantly lower than the recommended intake. In a study

n food parcels at a Dutch food bank, Neter, Dijkstra, Visser, and

rouwer (2016) dealt with the nutritional value of parcels that

ompletely consist of donated food. It became clear that the pro-

ided food was not meeting the nutritional standards. Total energy

upply (in kJ) was sufficient, but the provided amount of fruit and

sh was lower than recommended. Comparing the situation of a

ood bank to a soup kitchen, it should however be noted that food

arcels are not necessarily supposed to cover the complete nutri-

ional requirement of the beneficiaries, as the food parcels are of-

en an addition to other sources of food supply. Furthermore, since

ood delivered by food banks is almost completely based on do-

ated surplus food, it might also be hard to completely fulfil re-

uirements. For soup kitchens, which can often buy additional in-

redients to provide meals, the nutritional targets are potentially a

ore interesting benchmark. 

.3. Research gap 

Even though donation management decisions are strongly im-

acted by menu planning decisions for a soup kitchen, and their

enu planning is in turn heavily influenced by donation manage-

ent, no research has combined these topics yet. Menu planning is

nly used in settings where food is not donated, and therefore not

ealing with the extra complexity of short shelf life products and

he menu planning limitations caused by donated products. Stud-

es that do provide decision support for donation management are

ither vehicle routing or allocation problems, in which the deci-

ion to accept the donations is already made. However, whether

 donation should be accepted depends on whether an ingredient

an be used or not. This decision can be made by including menu

lanning. Menu planning models are widely available, using differ-

nt mathematical techniques to solve the diet/menu problem. Re-

earch on soup kitchen clients or the soup kitchen meals shows

hat clients are highly dependent on the meals provided and can

uffer from malnutrition. This raises the need to develop models

hat deal with food donations and can provide healthy meals to

ulfil the clients’ needs. In this paper, we therefore address the

enefits of arranging contracts with donors while providing meals

o clients. 

. Modeling approach 

A model is developed to answer tactical questions around the

mpact of different types of donation contracts. Therefore an opti-

ization model is developed that integrates donation management

nd menu planning to answer questions such as (i) which (part of

he) donations to accept, (ii) how to use adjust menu planning to

se donations efficiently, (iii) how to deal with the complexity aris-

ng from food donations and menu planning, such as shelf life con-

traints and meal variety. In this section, we formulate the decision
Please cite this article as: M.E. Buisman et al., Donation management 
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roblem and the solution approach. First the notations of param-

ters and variables of the mathematical model will be explained,

efore we formalize the problem and discuss the rolling planning

orizon approach. 

.1. Notation 

ets and indices 

i ∈ I Ingredients 

τ ∈ T SIM Time periods of full time hori-

zon 

t ∈ { τ, . . . , τ + λ − 1 } = T ⊂ T SIM Time periods in planning hori- 

zon 

r ∈ R Recipes 

s ∈ S Storage areas 

m ∈ M Remaining shelf life 

arameters 

c B 
i 

Costs of ingredient i per kilogram when bought ( €) 
g Discount given on buying price of ingredients when

product is donated (proportion) 

c D 
i 

Costs for ingredient i per kilogram when donated, calcu-

lated by: c D 
i 

= c B 
i 

∗ (1 − g) ( €) 

c T Fixed transportation costs related to collection of dona-

tion ( €) 
λ Length of planning horizon (days) 

χ Number of periods it is prohibited to use an ingredient

after it has been used (days) 

ω Number of periods it is prohibited to use a recipe after it

has been used (days) 

φm 

Reward value for holding donation at end of planning pe-

riod, based on remaining shelf life m 

m i Maximum shelf life of ingredient i (days) 

β im 

Binary value indicating that ingredient i has shelf life m 

i 0 
im 

Inventory of ingredient i with remaining shelf life m at

beginning of planning period (kilogram) 

v ol i Volume of ingredient i in storage (cubic decime-

tre/kilogram) 

cap s Capacity of storage s (cubic decimetre) 

αis Binary value indicating that ingredient i needs to be

stored in storage area s 

q ir Quantity of ingredient i needed for 1 kilogram of recipe

r ( kilogram ) 

u ti Binary value indicating that ingredient i is used in period

t 

v tr Binary value indicating that recipe r is used in period t 

h Minimum amount to make of a recipe when included in

menu planning ( kilogram ) 

d t Meal demand in period t ( kilogram ) 

a tim 

Amount of ingredient i offered in period t with shelf life

m ( kilogram ) 

f tim 

Amount of ingredient i donated under contract with shelf

life m to be collected in period t ( kilogram ) 

x tim 

Amount of ad hoc donation of ingredient i with shelf

life m already accepted and to be collected in period t

( kilogram ) 

tr ti Number of trips for collecting ingredient i to make in pe-

riod t 

M Relatively large number 

ecision variables 

I tim 

Inventory at start of period t for ingredient i with re-

maining shelf life m ( kilogram ) 

X tim 

Amount of ad hoc donation of ingredient i with remain-

ing shelf life m to be collected in period t ( kilogram ) 

B Amount of ingredient i bought in period t ( kilogram ) 
ti 

for menu planning at soup kitchens, European Journal of Opera- 
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Fig. 1. Planning horizon with length λ. At day τ ad hoc donations available to collect at τ + δ are announced and the final decision on acceptance is made at τ + δ − γ . 
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g  

p  

p  
Y tr Amount of meal r produced in period t ( kilogram ) 

Z tim 

Amount of ingredient i used in period t with remaining

shelf life m ( kilogram ) 

W ti Amount of ingredient i wasted in period t ( kilogram ) 

TR ti Binary value with value 1 if donation of ingredient i is

collected in period t 

U ti Binary value with value 1 if ingredient i is used in period

t 

V tr Binary value with value 1 if recipe r is used 

3.2. Problem and model description 

We consider a soup kitchen that provides d t kilogram of meals

to clients once a day (based on current practice Snels et al., 2012 ).

As only one meal is provided per day, it is not the goal to meet

all nutritional recommendations, but by serving different meals

throughout the planning horizon the soup kitchen can contribute

to a healthy diet. The soup kitchen receives food donations mostly

from parties such as warehouses, distribution centres, and retail-

ers that are located in the same geographical area. Costs for col-

lecting donations are thus almost identical, and are dominated by

the (fixed) organizational effort of the soup kitchen to arrange the

transport oneself (through volunteers) and the depreciation costs

of the organization’s vehicle(s), or by the fixed transportation costs

a logistic service provider accounts. The volume of a donation usu-

ally fits well in a car or a mini-van. The transportation or collection

costs of collecting a donation is fixed to c T . In other settings a vari-

able component can be added to the transportation costs, which

we neglect here. 

The planning horizon starts at day τ , where a menu plan is de-

veloped for day τ until τ + λ, based on current inventory levels

( i 0 
im 

) and available food donations ( a tim 

, x tim 

and f tim 

). To obtain a

certain level of meal variety, menu planning considers restrictions

on how often specific ingredients and recipes can be used. There-

fore, the planning model keeps track of a tabu list of ingredients

used in the last χ days and recipes used in the last ω days. For

every day, decisions are made on the meals to serve, the ingredi-

ents to buy and the food donations to accept. 

Donations occur ad hoc, and some are offered via contracts. For

contractual donations, a soup kitchen is obliged to accept them,

whereas the acceptance of ad hoc donations is the main donation

management decision. Typically ad hoc donations become known

only a few days in advance. Furthermore, ad hoc donations can

be rejected or accepted in full or in part. Fig. 1 shows the tim-

ing considerations related to ad hoc donations. The lead time ( δ)

is defined as the number of days between announcing/revealing

information about the donation and the moment the donation is

available to collect. The commitment time ( γ ) is defined as the

number of days between making a final decision on acceptance or

rejection and the moment the donation is available to collect. This

means that if we are at day τ , the donation available at day τ + δ
will be announced. The soup kitchen has until τ + δ − γ to decide

to accept or reject this donation. When the donation is accepted in

period τ + δ − γ , it must be collected in period τ + δ. 
Please cite this article as: M.E. Buisman et al., Donation management 
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The focus of this paper is on investigating tactical issues around

ontractual donations. A contract with the donor should allow for

 more stable donation flow, better quality of the donated product

nd more useful donations. Therefore we differentiate the dona-

ions under contract from the ad hoc donations. We assume that

he type of ingredients is fixed (vegetables, meat, or other ingre-

ients) and the full information about the contract donation is re-

ealed two days before the donation must be collected. Further-

ore, we assume that the (average) shelf life of the ingredients

onated via contracts is 1.5 times longer than the shelf life of the

ngredients which are randomly donated, as there is a possibility

f discussing shelf life within a contract. 

.3. Rolling horizon 

The model is applied in a rolling horizon using simulation to

apture the stochastic nature by which ad hoc donations are re-

eived. This approach allows us to include every day new donation

nformation, and re-plan the menu for the remainder of the plan-

ing horizon. The full time horizon ( T SIM ) comprises one simulated

ear, and the planning horizon is λ periods (days). Fig. 2 shows

ow the problem is solved in the rolling horizon. At the beginning

f every period new information is revealed on the starting inven-

ory levels ( i 0 
im 

), ad hoc donations are offered ( a tim 

) or need to be

ollected ( x tim 

, f tim 

), and the recipes ( v tr ) and ingredients ( u ti ) that

ere used in the previous periods (and limit decision making dur-

ng the planning horizon). Note that donations are only known for

 part of the planning horizon meaning that donations available af-

er τ + δ are not yet considered. Then the planning horizon for all

 , from τ until τ + λ − 1 is solved by the MILP model. After solv-

ng, we fix the menu for day τ , update i 0 
im 

by I τ+1 ,im −1 , v τ r by V τ r ,

 τ i by U τ i and x τ+ γ ,im 

by X τ+ γ ,im 

and roll the planning horizon

ne day further to τ + 1 and plan again. As the model minimizes

osts for the planning horizon, it does not consider the possibility

o use donations arriving this planning period in a period beyond

he planning horizon. To make sure those useful donations are still

ccepted, we give a reward towards holding inventory at the end

f a planning period, based on the remaining shelf life of the in-

redients, calculated by: 

m 

= 

{ 

m − 1 

max i { m i } m < 7 

1 m ≥ 7 

(1)

n this formulation, the reward given to products increases with

he remaining shelf life. Due to the variety constraints, ingredients

ith a longer shelf life have a higher probability to be used again

efore the remaining shelf life becomes zero. 

.4. Mathematical optimization model 

The objective function (2) minimizes costs related to buying in-

redients (3) and receiving and transporting donations (4) over the

lanning horizon λ. Remaining products in stock at the end of a

eriod are given a positive value as they can be used in the next
for menu planning at soup kitchens, European Journal of Opera- 
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Fig. 2. Rolling horizon algorithm: interactions between MILP and Simulation. 
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eriod and are therefore subtracted from the total costs (5) . 

inimize 

τ+ λ−1 ∑ 

t= τ
(BC t + DC t ) − EIR (2)

ubject to: 

C t = 

∑ 

i ∈I 
B ti · c B i ∀ t ∈ T (3)

C t = 

∑ 

i ∈I 
(T R ti + tr ti ) · c T + 

∑ 

i ∈I 

∑ 

m ∈M 

(X tim 

+ f tim 

) · c D i ∀ t ∈ T (4)

IR = 

∑ 

i ∈I 

∑ 

m ∈M 

I (τ+ λ) im 

· c B i · φm 

(5) 

 

r∈R 

Y tr = d t ∀ t ∈ T (6)

 

r∈R 

Y tr · q ir = 

∑ 

m ∈M 

Z tim 

∀ t ∈ T , i ∈ I (7)

 tr ≥ h · V tr ∀ t ∈ T , i ∈ I (8)

I tim 

+ (X tim 

+ f tim 

+ B ti · βim 

) − Z tim 

= 

{
W ti , m = 1 

I t+1 ,i,m −1 , m ≥ 2 

∀ t ∈ T , i ∈ I (9) 

 

i ∈I 

∑ 

m ∈M 

I tim 

· αis · v ol i ≤ cap s ∀ t ∈ T , s ∈ S (10)

 tim 

{ = x tim 

, if t : τ ≤ t ≤ τ + δ − γ
≤ a tim 

, if t : t + δ − γ < t ≤ t + δ
= 0 , else 

∀ t ∈ T , ∀ i ∈ I, m ∈ M 

(11) 

∑ 

 ∈M 

X tim 

≥ M · T R ti ∀ t ∈ T , i ∈ I (12)

∑ 

 ∈M 

Z tim 

≤ M · U ti ∀ t ∈ T , i ∈ I (13)
t  
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τ−1 ∑ 

 

′ = t−χ−1 

u t ′ i + 

t ∑ 

t ′ = max { τ,τ−χ−1 } 
U t ′ i ≤ 1 ∀ t ∈ T , i ∈ I (14)

 

r∈R 

Y tr ≤ M · V tr ∀ t ∈ T , r ∈ R (15)

τ−1 ∑ 

 

′ = t−ω−1 

v t ′ r + 

t ∑ 

t ′ = max { τ,τ−ω−1 } 
V t ′ r ≤ 1 ∀ t ∈ T , r ∈ R (16)

 tim 

, I τ+1 ,im 

, X tim 

, B ti , Y tr , Z tim 

, W ti ∈ R ≥0 ∀ t ∈ T , i ∈ I, m ∈ M , r ∈ R 

(17) 

 R ti , U ti , V tr ∈ { 0 , 1 } ∀ t ∈ T , i ∈ I, r ∈ R (18)

Constraints (6) make sure that demand is met in every period.

onstraints (7) make sure that enough ingredients are selected for

he meal production. Constraints (8) ensure that when recipe r is

erved, a minimum amount of h kilogram is produced. Constraints

9) model unused inventory: unused ingredients with remaining

helf life 1 will go to waste, and all other ingredients become in-

entory for the next period. Constraints (10) ensure that inventory

oes not exceed the storage capacity at the soup kitchen. Con-

traints (11) and (12) deal with the available ad hoc donations.

s ad hoc donations are only known by the soup kitchen until

+ δ and the final decision has to be made at τ + γ , no deci-

ion can be made for donations available to collect before τ + γ .

urthermore, the accepted donations cannot be higher than the

mount offered. When donations are accepted, they need to be

ollected (constraints (12) ). Constraints (13) –(16) deal with meal

ariety. When an ingredient i is used, U ti will get value 1 in con-

traints (13) . Constraints (14) subsequently ensure that an ingre-

ient is only used once every χ days by checking the ingredients

sed during this planning period (stored in U t ′ i ) and ingredients

sed in the previous period ( u t ′ i ). Constraints (15) and (16) work

imilarly, but apply to recipes instead of ingredients. The last con-

traints, (17) and (18) , represent the variable domains. 

. Experimental design 

In this section, we formulate scenarios that allow us to analyze

he benefits of structuring donations with suppliers via contracts,
for menu planning at soup kitchens, European Journal of Opera- 
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Table 1 

Design of experiments. 

# Scenario Contract Shelf life γ / δ (days) g c T ( €) ω (days) χ (days) 

1 Basic – – – – – 7 2 

2 AHD - 2 days 2/1 1 3.50 7 2 

3 Contract V1 2 days 2/1 1 3.50 7 2 

4 V3 

5 V5 

6 VM1 

7 VM3 

8 VM5 

9 VMO1 

10 VMO3 

11 VMO5 

12 Shelf life VM3 1 day 2/1 1 3.50 7 2 

13 0.3 ∗m i 

14 Time VM3 2 days 1/1 1 3.50 7 2 

15 2/2 

16 7/1 

17 7/2 

18 Donation cost VM3 2 days 2/1 0.2 3.50 7 2 

19 0.4 

20 0.6 

21 Transport cost VM3 2 days 2/1 1 0.00 7 2 

22 7.00 

23 Meal variety VM3 2 days 2/1 1 3.5 1 2 

24 4 2 

25 7 1 

Table 2 

List of contracts. 

Contract Product category Donation days Boxes/week 

V1 Vegetable 1 1 

V3 Vegetable 3 3 

V5 Vegetable 5 5 

VM1 Vegetable, Meat/Fish 1 2 

VM3 Vegetable, Meat/Fish 3 6 

VM5 Vegetable, Meat/Fish 5 10 

VMO1 Vegetable, Meat/Fish, Other 1 3 

VMO3 Vegetable, Meat/Fish, Other 3 9 

VMO5 Vegetable, Meat/Fish, Other 5 15 
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the influence of costs related to donations, the importance of tim-

ing aspects such as shelf life and moment of donation announce-

ment and the costs related to meal variety. Table 1 provides an

overview of the 25 experiments we study in this section. 

4.1. Scenarios 

Scenario Basic is used as a reference scenario, in which we do

not consider any donations, such that all ingredients have to be

bought. In the second scenario, AHD , we include ad hoc donations.

Scenario Contract deals with receiving donations via contracts on

top of the ad hoc donations. In experiments 3–11, we formulated

9 different contracts, varying in number of suppliers and donation

moments (shown in Table 2 ). The acronyms, V1–VMO5, indicate

the type of product(s) involved and the frequency of donations.

Donations either occur one, three, or five times per week. Suppliers

are either delivering a box of vegetable products (V), meat or fish

products (M), or other food products (O). For example, with con-

tract VM3, the soup kitchen receives 6 boxes per week: 3 times per

week a donation of 1 box of vegetable (e.g. from a green grocery),

and 1 box of meat/fish. The weight (in kilogram) per box depends

on the type of product. 

The shelf life of donated ingredients can vary. Therefore, we

also increase and decrease the remaining shelf life in scenario Shelf

life . In the scenario Time , we vary the lead time of ad hoc dona-

tions ( δ) and the commitment time ( γ ). With a longer lead time, a

soup kitchen knows earlier what will be donated by donors which
Please cite this article as: M.E. Buisman et al., Donation management 
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otentially benefits planning. Changing the commitment time in-

uences the flexibility in planning: a longer commitment time is

xpected to reduce flexibility. 

The effects of the cost parameters are tested in scenario Trans-

ort cost and scenario Donation cost , in which we vary the trans-

ortation costs and the costs of donations, in cases where less than

00% discount is given. This allows us to evaluate benefits or draw-

acks of different cost structures. 

In the last scenario (scenario Meal variety ), we test how the

onstraints on ingredient and recipe use affect the donation use,

osts, and menu selection of the soup kitchen. 

.2. Parameter settings and assumptions 

The model deals with 40 ingredients ( I), which can be com-

ined into 89 unique recipes ( R ), based on a study at the Sal-

ation Army in the Netherlands ( Snels et al., 2012 ). Recipes only

onsider the main ingredients, minor ingredients such as salt and

pices are neglected. 16 ingredients have a maximum shelf life ( m i )

f 22 days, 10 ingredients of 14 days and the other ingredients 7

ays or less. Ingredients are either stored frozen ( s = 1 ), refriger-

ted ( s = 2 ), or ambient ( s = 3 ). Demand ( d t ) is assumed to be con-

tant and deterministic (30 kilograms/day), and the initial inven-

ory level ( i 0 
im 

) is assumed to be zero. Initially, every recipe can be

sed only once in seven days ( ω = 7 ), whereas ingredients can be

sed every other day ( χ = 2 ). Ingredient costs c B 
i 

are retail prices

f a Dutch retailer. Fixed costs related to buying ingredients are

eglected, as are labour costs. Fixed transport costs of € 3.50 are

n current when collecting a donation. 

To obtain a data set for ad hoc donations we used information

eceived from a Dutch food bank. From this, we created a dataset

ith donations ( a tim 

) for the full simulation horizon ( T SIM ), spec-

fying the ingredient and quantity. The total quantity of the dona-

ions are set to be 3 
7 of the total demand ( Neter et al., 2016 ). In

ur experiment, food donations contain ingredients that are ran-

omly selected from our ingredient list, where ingredients present

n the data received from the food bank have a higher chance to

et selected. Donation quantities are based on the weight of a full

ox of the ingredient (and thus vary per ingredient) and the num-

er of boxes donated is determined by a binomial distribution:
for menu planning at soup kitchens, European Journal of Opera- 
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Fig. 3. Total costs for scenario Basic , AHD and Contract divided per cost contribution. Percentages are related to total costs. 

Fig. 4. Menu selection for scenario Basic , AHD and Contract . The numbers above indicate total number of recipes selected. 

Fig. 5. Acceptance in kilogram and number of offered donation for scenario AHD and Contract . 

1  

d  

(

 

y  

p  

3  

1  

i  

3  

p  

p  

t  

o

 + Bin (n, p) with n = 3 and p = 0 . 2 . Donation data for contract

onations ( f tim 

) is also generated for the full simulation horizon

 T SIM ), where the ingredients are randomly picked. 

The problem is solved with a rolling horizon approach for 1

ear ( T SIM ). Within the rolling horizon approach, each planning

roblem has a planning horizon of 7 days ( λ) and is thus solved

58 times for each experiment. To deal with variation in donations,
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0 versions of the datasets a tim 

and f tim 

are created. Experiment 2

s executed 10 times with all datasets for a tim 

, and experiments

–25 are carried out with 10 versions of dataset f tim 

. For each ex-

eriment, the MILP is thus solved 358 ∗10 times. The model is im-

lemented in Xpress-IVE 7.9 and solved using the Fico Xpress Op-

imizer. It takes about 1.5 seconds to solve the MILP for one day

n a PC with Intel Core i5-5300U CPU 2.3 gigahertz. 
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Fig. 6. Food waste in kilogram of incoming donations for scenario AHD and Contract . 

Fig. 7. Results of scenario Shelf life (a) Total costs, (b) Menu selection, (c) Donation acceptance, (d) Waste. 
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5. Results 

Evaluation of the scenarios is based on four performance mea-

surements. First, costs are incurred for buying ingredients, trans-

porting donations, and in some cases for buying donations with

discounts. The model minimizes total costs over a full planning

horizon, which also includes periods for which the planning can

still be adjusted. Therefore, the reported costs are obtained by

summing up all costs made in the first period of every planning

horizon. This ensures we only report the actually incurred costs.

Second, we measure meal variety. This measure shows how often

recipes are used during the full time horizon. Third, we measure

the donation acceptance rate for the ad hoc donations, since we

want to evaluate if there are options to increase this rate, and more

surplus food can be used. Finally, we measure food waste obtained
 o  
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t the soup kitchen, since donated food might not always be used.

esults presented in the following sections are average values over

0 runs, with standard deviations of 1% or less for each experi-

ent. 

.1. Number of donations and contracts 

Figs. 3 –6 show the main results for the different performance

easures for the scenarios Basic , AHD and Contract . These results

ainly provide insights in the interaction between ad hoc dona-

ions and contract donations based on the number of donations

nd the contract types. 

In scenario Basic , where no donations are offered, total costs

re the highest, indicating that any kind of food donation reduces

verall costs ( Fig. 3 ). Cost reductions lie between 13.9% for contract
for menu planning at soup kitchens, European Journal of Opera- 
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Fig. 8. Results of scenario Time (a) Total costs, (b) Menu selection, (c) Donation acceptance, (d) Waste. 
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1 and 22.6% for contract VM5 compared to scenario Basic . Results

how furthermore that the share of transportation costs increases

ith an increase in donations. However, an increase in contract do-

ations does not necessarily result in lower overall costs, especially

hen transportation is relatively expensive compared to the buy-

ng prices. For instance, the ingredient price of potatoes is € 1.00

er kilogram, whereas transporting a donation is € 3.50. As ingre-

ient prices differ per product, the trade-off between buying an

ngredient or collecting it at a donor is different for each product.

or contracts VM1–VM5 , the reduction in buying costs is larger (in

umber and percentages) than for contracts V1–V5 as more expen-

ive products are donated. 

Fig. 4 shows how often recipes are selected as a percentage of

he total meal production over the full horizon. Out of 89 possible

ecipes, we can for instance see that scenario Basic only uses 13

ecipes, of which 7 are used 4–6% of the time and 6 recipes 12–

4% of the time. This illustrates the variety constraints leading to a

inimum level of variety in meals served. Any situation in which

onations are offered has significantly more meal variety. For all

onation scenarios, most recipes are used only a few times, and

one of them more than 8% of the time. Furthermore, the number

f recipes that are not selected decreases significantly, from 76 in

cenario Basic to an average of 6.4 in the donation scenarios, and as

ow as zero in the scenario where the most donations are offered

VMO5). 

The percentage of accepted donations changes if more dona-

ions are offered via contracts, even though this is a minor change

see Fig. 5 ). In scenario AHD , 45% of the total amount of offered

b  
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onations is accepted (in kilogram); as donations can be accepted

artly this amount is obtained from 61% of the number of dona-

ions offered. If donations are not useful, the soup kitchen will

hoose not to accept them and avoid the transportation costs re-

ulting from collection. The decrease in donation acceptance, if us-

ng contracts compared to only ad hoc donations is relatively small.

hen contract donations are easy to combine with the ad hoc do-

ations in a menu plan, more donations can be used. 

Even though the acceptance rate did not show large changes,

hen more donations arrive at the soup kitchen, food waste at the

oup kitchen does increase significantly (as shown in Fig. 6 ). Most

onations ending in food waste at the soup kitchen are received

ia a contract as a soup kitchen will not accept ad hoc donations

hat cannot be used. Making a meal out of donated ingredients

sually requires additional ingredients to be bought. When it is

hen cheaper to make meals that completely consist of bought in-

redients, a soup kitchen will waste donated ingredients. However,

t is not only the contract donations that end up as waste; some

f the accepted ad hoc donations can end up as waste as well. The

oup kitchen must decide γ days before collection whether a do-

ation is accepted or not, but the menu planning can still change

fterwards based on cost savings resulting from new donation in-

ormation. 

.2. Shelf life of donations 

To evaluate the effect of changes in the remaining shelf life of

roducts donated, we study three alternatives: the 2 days from the

asic scenario, an increase to 30% of the maximum shelf life of the
for menu planning at soup kitchens, European Journal of Opera- 
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Fig. 9. Results of scenario Donation cost (a) Total costs, (b) Menu selection, (c) Donation acceptance, (d) Waste. 

Fig. 10. Results of scenario Transport cost (a) Total costs, (b) Menu selection, (c) Donation acceptance, (d) Waste. 
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Fig. 11. Results of scenario Meal Variety with different ω (a) Total costs, (b) Menu selection, (c) Donation acceptance, (d) Waste. 
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roduct m i , and a decrease to 1 day (note that shelf life of con-

ract donations are 1.5 times longer). Fig. 7 (a) shows that, when

helf life is increased, total costs decrease and donation acceptance

ncreases because products can be used for a longer time. The de-

rease in costs is thus achieved by a decrease in buying costs, since

ore transportation costs are incurred due to the higher accep-

ance rate. Total costs increase to almost the level of scenario Ba-

ic when ad hoc donations only have a shelf life of 1 day. Here,

any donations cannot be used efficiently in menu planning and

re therefore rejected ( Fig. 7 (c)), leaving the soup kitchen with

nly contract donations and a significant decrease in meal variety

as reflected in the recipe use shown in Fig. 7 (b)). Fig. 7 (c) shows

hat the percentage of accepted ingredients in kilogram of ingredi-

nt offered and the percentage of accepted ingredients in units of

ffered donations deviate less at a higher remaining shelf life. As

here is more time to use the ingredients, larger volumes can be

ccepted and used. Waste levels shown in Fig. 7 (d) are in line with

he expectations: when there is more time to use the donations,

aste levels will decrease. 

.3. Lead time of donations 

The moment ad hoc donations are announced or the time there

s to decide to accept or reject a donation can vary. Therefore, we

tudy five cases, in which the lead time varies between 1 or 7

ays, and the commitment time is 1 or 2 days for ad hoc dona-

ions. Fig. 8 (a,b) show that different lead times or different com-

itment times have a relatively small impact on costs and meal

ariety, although there are differences in donation acceptance rates

nd waste. When commitment time ( γ ) increases with the same

ead time ( δ), less donations are accepted and waste obtained in-

reases ( Fig. 8 (c,d)). When decisions must be made longer in ad-
Please cite this article as: M.E. Buisman et al., Donation management 
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ance, there is less information available on upcoming donations.

he optimal menu plan can change more easily after making the

ecision on accepting the donation when more useful donations

ill be available later. Therefore, the highest donation acceptance

ate and the lowest amount of waste is obtained when lead time

 δ) is 2 days and commitment time ( γ ) is 1 day. 

.4. Donation cost and transport cost 

In this section, we study the influence of the main cost fac-

ors related to donation management. In scenario Donation cost ,

e study the influence of receiving a discount on food ingredi-

nts instead of receiving free food donations. In scenario Transport

ost , we study the influence of transportation costs. As expected,

ig. 9 (a) clearly shows that introducing a donation cost leads to

n increase in total costs. Furthermore, the meal variety decreases

hen costs increase ( Fig. 9 (b)). Also, Fig. 9 (c) shows that donation

cceptance decreases with higher costs. When donations costs in-

rease, the trade-off between collecting an ingredient as a dona-

ion or buying it fresh at the retailers changes. For a decreasing

umber of ingredients, it will be beneficial to obtain them as a

onation. Fig. 9 (d) shows a small variation in waste, however this

s negligible as it is caused by the stochastic nature of the problem.

Transportation costs have similar effects as costs for donations,

s shown in Fig. 10 . Even when there are no transportation costs

e.g. the donor brings the donation), part of the donations is still

ot accepted ( Fig. 10 (c)). This shows that only donations that can

e used by the soup kitchen are accepted. Analyzing the details

f donation acceptance decisions show that at most the needed

mount for a day is accepted, due to the variety constraints, the

otal demand, and the limited shelf life. If a larger quantity is of-

ered, the donations will only be partly accepted. Donations are
for menu planning at soup kitchens, European Journal of Opera- 
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Fig. 12. Results of scenario Meal Variety with different χ (a) Total costs, (b) Menu selection, (c) Donation acceptance, (d) Waste. 
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V  
completely rejected if the ingredient cannot be used the next day

due to variety constraints. The meal variety shown in Fig. 10 (b)

shows the expected trend: more accepted donations will result

in a higher number of recipes used throughout the simulation

horizon. In line with expectations, the differences in waste ob-

tained ( Fig. 10 (d)) are small for scenario Donation cost . If donations

are more expensive, less donations will be accepted and therefore

waste will decrease slightly. When transportation costs change,

waste levels do not change, although more food donations are ac-

cepted. However, it still is not useful to accept donations which

cannot be used. 

5.5. Meal variety 

In the previous scenarios a restriction on the use of ingredients

and recipes was used. In the last scenario, these bounds are re-

laxed. Fig. 11 shows the results of a relaxation of the recipe bound.

When recipes can be used every day ( ω = 1 ) total costs are re-

duced significantly ( Fig. 11 (a)). This reduction is obtained by an in-

crease in the use of the recipe with the lowest cost. As shown in

Fig. 11 (b), there are two recipes used more than 18% of the time.

Furthermore, the donation acceptance is reduced, and a large de-

crease in waste levels is obtained, as shown in Fig. 11 (c,d). When

the restriction on recipes is maintained, but reduced to 4 (i.e. al-

lowing the same recipe to be used every four days), costs still de-

crease compared to the restriction of 7 days, but the meal variety

is not affected. However, the waste levels decrease from 12% to 3%.

When the recipe restriction is maintained, but the ingredient

restriction is relaxed, similar results are obtained. Fig. 12 (a) shows

a small decrease in costs, meal variety, and donation acceptance
Please cite this article as: M.E. Buisman et al., Donation management 
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hen ingredients can be used every day (see Fig. 12 (b,c)). How-

ver, as shown by Fig. 12 (d), waste levels are reduced significantly.

. Decision rules for accepting ad hoc donations 

Donation acceptance decisions are difficult to formalize in prac-

ice. Decisions on acceptance of fresh produce are between accept-

ng all (to prevent a loss of goodwill by donors), and accepting not

oo much of each ingredient to enforce meal variety, to meet shelf

ife constraints, and to reduce waste at soup kitchens. Currently

ne tends to accept as much as possible and leave the menu plan-

ing and prevention of waste to the chefs creativity. If a donation

oes not fit in the menu plan, the donation is rejected or the menu

s adjusted such that the donation can be used. The MILP model

ncludes both options and thus fits to current practice. In case one

annot use a donation in full, in practice the donation may be redi-

ected to other organizations. The scope of this paper is to assess

he value of donation contracts for a single organization, thus redi-

ection of donations is beyond the scope. In this section, the per-

ormance of the MILP model is compared against the following de-

ision rules that relate to the above considerations on accepting ad

oc donations: 

1. All = Accept the full volume of all donations, 

2. All-day = Accept all donations but limit the volume to the

quantity needed for one day, 

3. VMO-day = Accept per category (vegetable products (V), meat

or fish products (M), or other food products (O)) only one do-

nation and limit its volume to the requirements for one day. 

The idea of limiting the volume to one day in rules All-day and

MO-day, is triggered by the results for MILP and by the meal
for menu planning at soup kitchens, European Journal of Opera- 
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Fig. 13. MILP model vs decision rules (a) Total costs, (b) Menu selection, (c) Donation acceptance, (d) Waste. 
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nd ingredient variety constraints and the short remaining shelf

ife of donated products. Note that these rules are easy to apply in

ractice, but leave the menu planning and waste reduction to the

hef. To evaluate these decision rules, the MILP model is used by

estricting the values of the donation acceptance variables ( X tim 

).

he restricted MILP model determines a cost-optimal menu plan-

ing that makes good use of the accepted donated, and thereby

pproximates the non-formalized decision of the chef. The results

re reported in Fig. 13 . 

The results of scenario AHD are cost-optimal solutions from the

revious section. Accepting all ingredients leads to an overall cost

ncrease of 2.6%, which is mostly due to a 60% increase in trans-

ortation costs, and a very high percentage of food waste at the

oup kitchen. In practice, such a rule is only sustainable if exces-

ive donations are redirected to and used by other organizations,

ut for products with short shelf lives this might not be possible.

lthough the cost increase is only 2.6%, this is still an unwanted

ncrease for the soup kitchen, as they are cost driven. Rule All-day

till accepts all donations but limits the accepted quantity to the

eed for a single day. This reduces waste from 19.1% to 7.8%, but

ome donations do still not fit into a cost-optimal meal plan. Note

hat even in a cost optimal plan (scenario AHD ), waste is still 1.8%

s some accepted donations become redundant by more favourable

onations that occur later. Furthermore a cost increase of 2.5% is

btained for the All-day rule, compared to scenario AHD . Finally,

he rule VMO-day yields lower waste but higher costs (+ 1.9%) by

ccepting only one donation per category per day. The overall ac-

eptance rate is slightly lower than scenario AHD . Besides higher

osts, this rule results in a lower meal variety: 72 vs 78 different

ecipes are used. 

Our results (and decision rules) are relevant for products with

elatively short shelf lives. The MILP can easily deal with longer
t  
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helf lives (as shown in Section 5.2 ). However, the decision rules

ave to become more complex to better assess the value of prod-

cts with a (much) longer shelf life, i.e. detailed stock keeping ad-

inistration and meal planning decisions should be included at

ome level. Both are included in the MILP, which makes the model

romising for operational use next to analyzing tactical issues. 

. Conclusion and discussion 

In this paper, we combine donation management and menu

lanning for a soup kitchen, in order to efficiently use food do-

ations and reduce food waste. This integrated planning problem

as so far not been addressed in the literature. Menu planning is

 planning problem dealing with the selection of recipes, and ob-

iously interacts with decisions on whether donations should be

ccepted or not. Depending on (variety) constraints introduced in

he menu planning model, only a certain share of the offered do-

ations can actually be used efficiently. 

International developments regarding food waste reduction (e.g.

ecently introduced French legislation forcing retailers to donate

ood surplus to charitable organizations) make it interesting and

elevant to not only study donation management, but also to in-

estigate the effect of receiving donations via contracts. Our results

how that contracts are a good addition to ad hoc donations, but

lso show that not all donations arriving at soup kitchens can be

sed, despite their consideration in menu planning. Costs related

o donations, such as transportation or purchasing costs, decrease

he attractiveness of donations for soup kitchens. However, one of

he benefits of setting up contracts is the possibility for agree-

ents on frequency, quantity, remaining shelf life, and type of in-

redient, which all influence the usefulness of donations. Further-

ore, restrictions to ensure meal variety are indeed useful in order

o serve the clients a varied and arguably healthier meal through-
for menu planning at soup kitchens, European Journal of Opera- 
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out the week, even though a higher meal variety cause higher

waste levels. From a palatability point of view, ingredient or recipe

variety is also preferred, but to what extent this is worth the addi-

tional food waste and increased costs is an important managerial

discussion that gets input from the results in this paper. 

In this paper, we focus on ingredient purchasing and trans-

portation costs. Labour costs are often no economic costs to chari-

table organizations, since they tend to work with volunteers. Other

costs (e.g. overhead costs, meal production costs) are present, and

will impact the overall costs, but these costs are not expected to

have a significant impact on the trade-offs in the integrated dona-

tion management and menu planning problem we considered in

this paper. 

Furthermore it is assumed that ingredients donated via con-

tracts do have a longer shelf life, as there is a possibility to include

a minimum on the shelf life of ingredients within a contract. When

the shelf life of contract donations would be similar to the ad hoc

donations, the number of donations that can be used will decrease,

thus less ad hoc donations will be accepted. 

The exclusion of storage capacity and collection truck capacity

might influence results if the model is applied to products with a

long shelf life. However, if donation quantities are in line with the

size of the soup kitchen, the influence of storage capacity is ex-

pected to be small. Whether a truck capacity should be included

depends on how transportation is organized. Many logistic service

providers imply a fixed costs for collecting and delivering products

within a certain geographical area. If a (group of) soup kitchen(s) is

organizing the transport them selves either (fixed) costs apply for

compensating volunteers, or these costs are to be shared if multi-

ple donations are combined in a single trip. In the later case then

the collection truck capacity might influence the results, and it is

therefore interesting for further research to combine the work in

this paper with research on vehicle routing for charitable organi-

zations (see Section 2 ). This allows the intelligent consideration of

truck capacities, both for collecting donations as well as purchasing

fresh ingredients. 

The proposed optimization model is used in this paper for eval-

uation on the tactical level. However, soup kitchens could also ben-

efit from such decision support systems to help them make oper-

ational decisions. However, in order to implement the developed

model in such a way, there would be investments in the soup

kitchens IT infrastructure and data management. Charitable orga-

nizations usually lack the time and money to fulfil these require-

ments. We therefore suggest that further research should be under-

taken on the practical implication of integrating donation manage-

ment with menu planning. Besides considering the implementa-

tion of an MILP model, this could potentially be done by extending

the heuristic decision rules of Section 6 . For products with a short

shelf life, decision rules may be well structured by the (recipe and

ingredient) variety constraints. However, for products with a longer

shelf life, decision rules are more complex and the integration of

donation and menu planning decisions is even more relevant. 

In this research several parameters are used which are stochas-

tic in real life, such as the shelf life of a donation, or the chance

that a donation will be available. Due to a scenario based approach

and the rolling horizon, these stochastic parameters are integrated

in the MILP model. For further research it can be interesting to

develop a stochastic MILP to incorporate the stochastic nature of

these parameters. Then, the objective function will be a minimiza-

tion of the expected costs. 

Even though we focused on soup kitchens in this paper, more

charitable organizations may benefit from similar approaches. De-

spite some differences between soup kitchens and food banks, our

approach could likely be adjusted for a food bank setting in which

food donations are used in the construction of food parcels. Decid-

ing on food parcel contents would then replace the menu planning
Please cite this article as: M.E. Buisman et al., Donation management 
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ecisions. However, notable differences would likely be that food

anks often do not purchase additional products (ingredients), and

hat transportation costs might be a more important consideration

or food banks. 

Besides soup kitchens, retailers benefit from donating leftovers

y decreasing their food waste levels, and displaying only the

reshest items. The greatest reduction in food waste can be ob-

ained when good agreements are made between parties on do-

ation quantities and costs are fairly shared. When costs are too

igh for either of the parties involved, leftovers will not be used

ptimally. In further research, we recommend to investigate how

osts should be divided among the different parties. 
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